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INTRODUCTION 
We present in this paper a construction of Chern classes 
for a'coherent sheaf S on a complex manifold X. In fact we 
construct classes Cp(S) in H2p(X, C), depending only on the 
smooth equivalence class of the sheaf S. and analytic classes 
CA(S) in Hp(X, cp) (Sip denotes the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 
p-forms on X). We show that these invariants extend the classical 
and Atiyah constructions for locally free sheaves, and that the 
analytic class CA(S) is the 'leading term' of type (p, p) in the 
expansion by type of Cr(S). In the case of a compact manifold, 
we are able to show that the classes Cr(S) correspond (up to a 
constant factor) with those defined by Atiyah and Hirzebruch in 
[2]. Thus in particular the Cr(S) are integral cohomology classes. 
The major obstacle to any global work with coherent analytic 
sheaves is the lack of a global resolution by locally free 
analytic sheaves. In [2], Atiyah and Hirzebruch circumvent this 
problem by using real-analytic functions. It follows from 
results of Grauer t (given in [2]) that on a compact complex 
manifold, a coherent sheaf has a global resolution by locally 
free real-analytic sheaves. However, this approach does not 
enable one to recover analytic information about coherent sheaves. 
In this paper, we use the notion of 'twisted resolution' developed 
by Toledo and Tong (see [6,7,8,9,15]), and the form of 
equivalence developed by O'Brian (see [9,15]). 
A twisted resolution of a coherent sheaf S is a triple 
(U, &, a. ), whose U is an open cover, and denotes a collection of 
local resolutions 
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by locally free sheaves over each open set Ua of-U, which 
roughly speaking are 'glued together' by the twisting cochain 
a. In this paper we show that the twisted resolution (U, E, a) 
may be used to construct a global resolution on an 'approximation' 
to the manifold X, the simplicial manifold Xý, where sheaves on 
Xü are defined as in [11]. We believe that this construction 
will provide a natural way to obtain global analytic information 
about coherent sheaves. 
To define the Chern classes from this resolution, we choose 
local connections for each ýä. We then show that these connections 
naturally define a connection on the sheaves of our resolution 
'pulled back' to XP x JOpI (where JtrI denotes the geometric 
p-simplex). We then proceed in the classical manner to apply 
Chern polynomials to the curvature of this connection, obtaining 
Chern forms in the 'simplicial De Rham complex' (see [12]). By 
integration over the fibre, we obtain cocycles in the riech complex 
Tot(C*(U, A*)) (A* denotes the De Rham sheaves on X). Finally we 
show that the 'leading term' of this cocycle in bidegree (pp) 
defines a tech cocycle in the analytic riech complex C*(U, fp). 
Whilst this work was in progress, we obtained the preprints 
[7] of Tong's, [15] of Tong and O'Brian's. In these papers an 
analytic Chern character is constructed by directly writing down 
formulae in the local data (U, t, a). We intend to prove elsewhere 
that the analytic Chern classes CA(S) of this paper give rise, 
by the usual universal formula, to the same Chern character as in 
the work of Tong and O'Brian. We hope that this will make it 
possible to unify all the various attempts to construct global 
invariants for coherent sheaves. 
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I am indebted to Toledo, Tong and O'Brian for much 
useful discussion, advice and criticism. 
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0. TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS. 
Suppose that X is a paracompact complex-analytic manifold. 
0.0. Definition. 
Let 0x denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions 
on X. 
Let RX denote the sheaf of germs of complex-valued real- 
analytic functions on X. 
Let EX denote the sheaf of germs of complex-valued smooth 
functions on X. 
0.1. Lemma. 
The inclusions OX c RX C Ex are flat. That is, RX is a 
flat OX-module, and EX is a flat RX-module. Hence EX is a flat 
OX-module. 
Proof : 
See Atiyah-Hirzebruch [2]. 
0.2.. - Definition. 
Suppose that R is a ring. Let 
0M 
o'Mn+0 
be 'a sequence'of R-modules. We will call such a sequence 
elementary; if it is a sum of terms of the form 
id 
0 -}'M ->. 
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2. O. A. TWISTING COCHAINS (see [6,7,9]). 
Suppose that U= {U ) is a locally finite open cover a aEI 
of X. and that over each open set Ua we have a finitary complex 
of locally free 0U -modules (Ea $aa) with 
differential as of 
a 
degree +1. Then we can construct a bigraded module over the 
holomorphic functions on X as follows. 
Over the intersection Ua n Ua n ... U01 = Ua p... a 
we 
01pop 
define Homq (E, ý), Ua 
s... a 
to be the maps of degree q 
op 
' dap U 
ao... a 
Then we have 
O. A. 1. Definition. 
CP(U, Homq(C, )) = 
-ý U a0 a0.... ct 
Homq (Z, Z)IU " 
----(ao. 
. . 
ap) ac), 
.. .a 
s. t. U ao .. " cL 
o 
Now we can define a product as follows. If 
fP'q gras e C*(U, Iiom*(ý))) 
then we define 
O. A. 2. Definition. 
ýfp, q, gr. sý (_l)qr fP, q ras ao,... ap+r ao... ap gap,... ap+r 
This product is clearly associative. We may also define a 
differential., 
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O. A. 3. Definition. 
S: CP(U, Homq(ý E )) ; Cp+1(U, Homq(E, )) 
P 
_i El ý-1) f aop... ai,... ap+l 
lU 
ao,..., ap+l 
ýaf)ao,..., 
ap+l i= 
O. A. 4. Definition. 
00 
A twisting cochain is an element a=E ap'1-p of total 
p=0 
degree 1 in C*(U, Hom*(E, E)) satisfying 
(1) aä'1 = as (the differential on and 
(2) 6a + a. a = 0. 
(We will explain the meaning of the equation (2) in the next 
section. ) 
In the above we have used local resolutions by holomorphic 
sheaves. ' Thus we will call the twisting cochain defined above 
a"hoZomorphic twisting cochain. The above may be carried through 
just the same for local resolutions by sheaves of EU modules, 
a 
in which case we say that the twisting cochain is smooth 
O. B. TWISTED RESOLUTIONS. 
Now we suppose that S is a sheaf of O. X (resp E X) modules 
on X. 
O. B. 1. Definition. 
A holomorphic (resp. smooth) twisted resolution of S is a 
triple'(U, ý, a) sitisfying, the following conditions. 
(i) 'U' is a =locally'-finite open cover of X. For the holomorphic e' 
case, we further require that"U is' a cover-by Stein open sets 
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(ii) E= (ýý aa) is a collection of local resolutions of 
S over each U. by locally free OU (resp. EU ) modules. VIe 
aa 
further require that ý be of globally bounded length - that is, 
length (Eý) <N for some N, all a. 
(iii) a is a holomorphic (resp. smooth) twisting cochain over 
S- that is, we have the commutative diagram. 
1,0 
al >1 
SS 
We further require that on degenerate simplices of the form 
(ao,..,, ap) with ai = ai+l for some i CO s i. < p) a satisfies 
the following conditions. 
al's =lp ap' 
1-p 
=0 for p>1. 
To explain what this definitirn means, we look at the 
equation Sa + a. a = 0. The first term is 
1,0 0,10 ,11,0 aaß aß - as aaß = O, 
that is, it just says that a1'ß is a chain map. The second 
term is 
1O1O1OO1 2-1 21 . 011 aaß aß1 - aal + aa' aaßY + aaß1 aa= O. 
1_0. 
That is, a2 
2' is a chain homotopy for aa1ß 
0 'a1 
ßY 
O1 
ay a-y a1' , 
Thus in the twisting cochain each ap+l'-p is a 'correction term' 
or homotopy for ap'l-p. The notion of twisting cochain is 
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therefore a generalization of the familiar idea of transition 
functions for vector bundles. We use it to express the global 
interaction between our local resolutions &a . 
In the paper [6] we have the following result. 
O. B. 2. Theorem. (Toledo-Tong). 
Suppose that S is a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then 
there exists a holomorphic twisted resolution for S. Moreover, 
we may choose (U, E, a) to satisfy 
(a) length (C') s dim(CX for all a 
The proof is given in [6]. Basically we choose a Stein 
cover U over which S has local resolutions ý and then proceed 
inductively to construct a1'ß over the identity map on X, a2'-1 
over a1'ß, etc. The condition (a) follows from the Hilbert 
Syzygy Theorem. 
Moreover, we note that the following form of equivalence 
holds. 
O. B. 3. Theorem (O'Brian [9]). 
Suppose that S is a sheaf of 0X (resp EX ) modules, and 
that (U, E, a), (V, p, b), are two (holomorphic or smooth) twisted 
resolutions of S. Then-there is a (holomorphic or smooth) 
twisted resolution (U, 
lL V, C JI u, c) where U .LV 
denotes the 
disjoint union of U and V, E jL p denotes ý on U, p on V, and 
c is a twisting cochain which reduces to a, b when its indices 
are restricted to U, V. 
The proof (see [9]) is by induction just as that of O. B. 2. 
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Finally, we note that since EX is OX-flat, if (U, E, a) is 
a holomorphic twisted resolution of S then tensoring with EX 
gives us a smooth twisted resolution of S &0 EX. 
X 
O. C. SIMPLICIAL METHODS (see [11,12]) 
O. C. 1. Definition. 
The simplicial category A. A has for objects the finite 
totally ordered sets An = [0,..., n]. 
For morphisms it has the order-preserving maps 
f: An dm (that is, xsy implies f(x) 5 f(y)). 
In particular we have the face maps 
6i : do + An+l (O sis n+1), 
(the order-preserving injections such that i0 &1/n). , and 
the degeneracy maps 
Si 
n+l ; 
An (O 5is n), 
(the order-preserving surjections such that S. (i) =S (i+l. )). 
These morphisms generate the morphisms of L. We shall say that 
a morphism of A is of face type if it is a composition of face 
maps, and of degeneracy type if it is a composition of degeneracy 
maps. 
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O. C. 2. Definitions. 
Given an arbitrary category C, a simpZzciaZ object in 
C is a contravariant functor A}C. A morphism of simplicial 
objects is a morphism of functors d -* C. Suppose that Sc Ob(C). 
Then we may define the constant simplicial object S' with each 
Sn =S and Si = Si = id. A simplicial object over S is a 
simplicial object X' in C with a morphism X' + S'. 
Now suppose that X' is a simpZieiaZ space (that is, a 
simplicial object in the category of topological spaces). We 
want a notion of sheaf on V. First we need a definition. 
O. C. 3. Definition. 
Suppose u: X +Y is a morphism of topological spaces, Fa 
sheaf on X. Ga sheaf on Y. 
The set Homu (G, F) of u-morphisms G+F is the set 
Hom (u*G, F) = Rom (G, p *F). 
O. C. 4. Definition. 
A sheaf F on the simplicial space X' is 
(a) .a family of sheaves Fn on each Xn 
(b) for morphisms f: An -ý-'Am of A. an X'f-morphism F (f): Fn + Fm 
satisfying 
F (fog) _F(. f )oF (g) 
Now if X' is a simpZ" 
in the category of smooth 
fitted together to form a 
Thus we obtain'a sheaf ,E X 
functions. '.. '`_ _ 
tciaZ manifold (a simplicial object 
manifolds), the sheaves EXp may be 
sheaf on X' by the pull-back morphisms. 
on X', the sheaf of germs of smooth. 
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Similarly, for a simpliciaZ analytic manifold X', we 
construct the sheaf 0X. of germs of holomorphic functions. 
O. C. 5. Definition. 
The geometric n-simplex Ani is the subset of ]Rn+l given 
by the convex hull of the canonical base vectors. That is, 
JAn1 ='{(to,... tn) Iti z 0, Eti = 11. 
Note that maps f: Qn * Am extend by linearity to maps 
IfI : IA I" loml- 
If M is a smooth manifold, we will denote by Ar CM) the 
complex-valued smooth differential forms of degree r on M. Now 
suppose that X' is a simplicial manifold. Then for each morphism 
f: Ap Aq of A, we have a smooth map X' f : Xq -'- Xp, and hence a 
pull-back of differential forms (X'f)*: Ar(Xp) + Ar(Xq). Similarly, 
we have a pull-back morphism 
If I*: A'(ItqI) 
} Ar(l4pl). 
Now we make'the following definition. 
O. C. 6. Definition. (see [12]). 
A simplicial r-form on X' is a collection {C} of forms 
Cp c Ar(XpxlAp1) such that for each morphism f: AP q 
A of 
face type, 
'. (1 xlfl*)Cq. = ((X'f)x1)Cp c. Ar(Xq: x. iApý) 
The set` of such forms is denoted Ar(X' ). The exterior"derivatives 
d on each XP xp induce 
d: Ar(X') + Ar+1(X'). 
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[We may restrict our attention to maps of face type, for the 
complex defined in this way is chain-equivalent to that defined 
using all d-morphisms. This is shown in Dupont [12] ]. 
O. D. THE NERVE OF A COVER 
Suppose that X is a paracompact smooth manifold, and Ua 
locally-finite open cover. 
O. D. I. Definition. 
The nerve of U, denoted X& is a simplicial manifold defined 
as follows. Suppose U is indexed as {Ua} . 
ae. I 
XU U 
(ao,..., an)s. t. ao,..., a n 
Uao,.. 
cc 
If di and Si are defined as in O. C. 1, we may define 
Xý( ): Xü+l + Xü, Ua cU^ 
o,..., an+1 ao,... ai,... an+l. 
XjS1): XÜ -> Xü+1' UacU 
o9.. ai.. an ao,.. aV ai,.. an 
Then Xb is a simplicial manifold over X in the sense of 
O. C. 2. 
Let Aq(V) denote the complex-valued smooth q-forms on the 
open set VcX. Then we may define-the well-known double complex. 
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O. D. 2. Definition. 
Cp(U, Aq) = 
(a09.. 0ap)s. t 
Uao, 
. 
-.. apyo 
Aq(Ua0 ... ap) 
The differentials of this complex are 
d: CP(U, Aq) } C'3(U, Aq+l) (exterior derivative) 
S: CP(U, Aq) "* CP+1(u, Aq), (Cech coboundary). 
From this we have the total complex Tot(C*(U, A*)) with differential 
5±d. The cohomology of this complex is R*(X, C) (see [12]). 
In the previous section we defined the De Rh. am complex for 
a simplicial space. Thus in particular we have the De Rham 
complex A-(XU ) on the nerve X. Now we have the operation of 
fibre integration (see [12]. )'. This gives us a map 
hIpI Aq(Ua xIp I) -r Aq-p(U ) 
o,... ap ao,..., a 
satisfying Stokes' Theorem 
Tý 
ý.. ýý(... oa+(. a1e. j 
This says eiactly'that fibre integrätion'defines achain map 
Ll .-yf;: -;: A*(Xý) -º Tot(C*. (U A*')) -, F.. a. JAI 
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It is shown in [12] that this chain map induces an isomorphism 
of cohomology. 
Finally in this section (for want of anywhere else to put 
it), we recall the familiar 'gluing lemma' for sheaves. Suppose 
that on each open set Ua of our cover U we have defined a sheaf 
Fa. Suppose further that over each intersection Uaß, we have 
isomorphisms 
Aßa: F 
aJUa, 
FoluaB 
satisfying the tcocycle condition' on UaBy 
Ayo Aßa = AYa. 
Then in these circumstances we have the lemma. 
O. D. 3 .' Lemma. 
There isa sheaf F on X, and. over each . open . set 
Ua an 
isomorphism Aa: FIUa -* Fa, such that on UaR we have the relation 
Aß Alls Aas 
.. 
O. E. ' CONNECTIONS'AND CURVATURE. 
Holomorphi"c Connections. 
'Let Str denote the sheaf-of germs of analytic r-forms on 
the 
" complex 
manifold X. Let S be,. any sheaf of Oh -modules. 
O. E. 1. ' Definition. " The jet-'sequ'ence of S. 
"° The jet-sequence 
s is `the `short-exact' sequence 
O+ 11 10S -} J1 -ý S0 (S) , 
where J1(S) is defined as follows. As a sheaf of c-modules, 
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J1(S) = (91 Q S) ® S. The 0X-action is given by 
f. (w ® s, t) = (f. w &s+ df 0 t, f. t) 
For properties of the jet-sequence, see [1]. In particular we 
note that J1 is additive and exact. 
O. E. 2. Definition. 
A hoZomorphic connection for S is a splitting of the jet- 
sequence O. E. 1. 
O. E. 3. Lemma. 
If S is a locally free sheaf and Xa Stein manifold, S has 
a holomorphic connection. 
Proof . 
By virtue of Cartan's Theorem B, any short exact sequence 
of locally free sheaves on a Stein manifold splits. 
O. E. 4. Definition. 
Suppose that (U, E, a) is a holomorphic twisted resolution. 
Then a hoZomorphic connection on (1J, , a)"is a holomorphic connection 
for eachä. By virtue of O. E. 3, any holomorphic twisted 
resolution has a holomorphic connection. 
SMOOTH CONNECTIONS AND CURVATURE. (see [4,5]) 
Let X be a smooth manifold, Ar(X) the complex-valued 
smooth r-forms on X. Let V be a smooth complex vector bundle 
on. X. Then we give the traditional definition of a 'Smooth. '' 
connection on V. 
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O. E. 5. Definit'i'on. 
A smooth connection on V is a complex-linear map 
V: rV AI(X) ® rV satisfying 
V(fs) = df 19 s+f. Vs for sc rv, fa Cp function. 
[Note that if X were a complex-analytic manifold and Va 
holomorphic vector bundle, and V had a holomorphic connection 
in the sense of O. E. 1, then tensoring with the C00 functions 
and taking sections gives a smooth connection in the sense 
above. ] 
It is well-known that any vector-bundle has a smooth. 
connection. 
O. E. 6. Definition. 
If (U, E, a) is a smooth twisted resolution, then a smooth. 
connection for (U, ý, ai is a connection Vä for the vector 
bundle associated to each ä, Hence every smooth twisted 
.i 
resolution has a smooth connection. Moreover, from the note 
above, if (U, E, a) is a holomorphic twisted resolution with 
holomorphic connection V. then tensoring with EX and taking 
sections gives a smooth connection on the associated smooth 
twisted resolution. 
Now suppose V is a smooth complex vector bundle with- 
connection V. Then if we take a local basis of sections {S} 
for V in some neighbourhood, V is given-by a matrix of 1-forms 
w according to the formula 
f1 Si + (df + ß3 wý)Sk 
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Then we define the curvature of V. with. respect to this frame 
as the matrix of 2-forms dw + w&w. If we change-frames by an 
automorphism g: V -> V, and our connection has the matrix w' in 
the new frame, then 
dw' + w' A w' = g(dw +wA w)g-1. 
O. E. 7. Definition. 
K(V) c A2(X) 0 Hom(V, V) is the globally defined 2-form 
given in a local frame by 
dw+wAW. 
A connection V is said to be flat if K(V) = O. 
Now suppose that X has dimension 2n, and V is a connection 
for the vector bundle V. Then we may define the total Chern 
form. 
0. E. 8 .. - Definition. 
c'(V) e A* (X) is given by det (I + K(V)). We put 
c(V) =1+ cl(V) + ... + cr(V), where CJ LV) is a 2j-form. 11, , 
O. E. 9.. Lemma. 
. 
(1) c(V) is a closed form, that is, dccV) is O. 
(2) If V, is another connection for V, and we put 
det (I + K(V. ')) ° C' (V): 
then there is aa in A_(X) such that 
du, = C(V) 
Thus C (V) determines a cohomology, class in l* (, X, (C) , under -the 
De Rham isomorphism. - 
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(3) Let ai(V) denote the topological Ch-ern class of V in 
R2j(X, C). Then 
(i/21r)i ci (_V) =a (V). 
Proof . 
All of these assertions are standard, and may be found in 
[5]. 
Now we wish to extend these results to complexes. Let 
O -)- V0 -º ... + Vr -} 0 be a complex of vector 
bundles. Choose 
a connection V. for each V.. ii 
O. E. 1O. Definition. 
The total Chern form of-the complex V. is given by 
c(v, ) =r IC(v)] 
i=O 1 
Then just as in Lemma O. E. 9, c (V. ) defines a cohomology class 
in H(X, C), and for the component c(V, ) in dimension 2j, we 
have 
(i/21)3 ci(V. ) = ai(V. ), 
where aý(V. ) denotes the topological Ch-ern class of the virtual 
bundle E(-I) 
iV1?. 
O. E. 11. ' Lemma. 
Let the complex V. have differential D. Then the connections 
pi for Vi are said to be compatible if DVi = Vi+1D, that is, 
the Vi commute with the differential. Now suppose that the 
complex V, is exact, 0 and the connections Vi are compatible. Then 
C(VO)'_. 1. 
Proof. See [4]. 
S 
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1. CONSTRUCTING A RESOLUTION. 
Suppose that S is a sheaf of 0x(resp. EX) modules on X. 
and that (U, E, a) is a holomorphic (resp. smooth) twisted 
resolution of S. Recall that length (&') is globally bounded. 
Then by adding on zero modules if necessary, we may suppose 
that all our resolutions have the form 
fan + ... gä +S; O. 
We are going to construct a resolution of the pulled-back sheaf 
S. on XU . We shall give a special case of this construction 
first, as an example. 
1.1. EXAMPLE. " 
Suppose that our twisted resolution is of length 1. Then 
each resolution has the form 
0-1. ý-i-}ý0 -* SUa + 0. a CL 
We will. construct the resolutions on Xü and X. On XÜ, our 
resolution is simply when restricted to each patch Ua C X. 
So, on a typical patch Uaß C Xü, we want resolutions 
(aß)ýý , (aß)ßß and an isomorphism of resolutions 
Aaß) (aßjea (aß) a 
These are given below: 
-20- 
a a0 
01 
(aß) a0 
al 
®ß>ä ®Eß >Sluaß -ý 0 
as ý'ýaa ß 
1' -aa 
Aßa (aß) 
aßa, aßaß aßa, aß aßaß 
Caß)ýa :0 .* E0 0 Eß1 >a® ýß >s 
lUaß -} 0 
1101 
LoJ 
On a typical patch Uaß, r c 
Xü, we want resolutions 
(aßy) a (aßy) ß, (aßy) and 
isomorphisms 
Aßa 
" (a ßY) " [nRvi rye > (aBY)E. 
AYa (aßY) 
(aßy) 
making the diagram commute. 
follows: 
_--r I. -15 
AY ß (aßY) 
The resolutions are given as 
(a0y) a: 0 -> C-1 ®ta ®ta > C° ®t° ®c° aßYaßY 
Y. 
S+ o 
(a ßY) ßO -1- a 
®ßßl ®Y> Ea ®t ®E + 
(aßY) a® ß® Y1 
yea® ® 
Y 
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We shall only write. down the isomorphism AOa because aay) 
of space. The others are similar. In dimension -1 
I as -a,,, -ay 
Asa = (a6Y) aaa anaß aßa1 
001 
In dimension 0 
I1 -a aß -aay 
ßa A(a0Y) aßa aß abaß aß aOaY 
Lo O1 
Now note that if we take the obvious inclusion maps 
(-0- aa) a (ct y) a'} (aß)ß (. a0Y) B' 
then we have the commutative diagram - 
( aßß " aß) ( > (aß)ßß 
' ßa 
E. ». W., 00y) ,,, E" 
(ah) a > (aý )" - Y 
This is'. data we"will need to`construct a resolution on XL 
Now we go back to the general construction. Our strategy 
will be to construction each patch U ý .a of *the nerve, resolutio a . op 
(i 0, ... p) of 
S JU 
, connected by commuting ao, p ..., a 
a 0.... a p 
1 
-22- 
a 
isomorphisms of resolutions. These Fai.... a will 
be constructed 
op 
by adding to the local resolutions ýCL elementary sequences in 
i 
the Cä (k = 0,... p), and the isomorphisms will be matrix 
k 
functions of our twisting cochain. We may then use the 'gluing 
lemma' 0.0.3 to define a common resolution F By aggregation ao... ap 
we therefore have a resolution on each Xü by locally free sheaves 
0FP+FP1+... +FP-+SP+0 
(where Sp denotes the natural pull-back of S to Xü). 
The next stage will be-to show that the resolutions 
F' ;S-0 fit together to give a resolution''by sheaves on PP 
XU 
F* -+- S. -> O 
That'is, for each morphism f: ap + Aq, we must construct an 
Xf- morphism of resolutions Fp -* Fq. We will further show that 
for the, face}. }map öi An ., ; -º An+1 the morphism 
F öi: (X' did Fn + Fn+l 
is infective, ", 'and''that'the co kernel is an elementary sequence. 
Similarly; ", for-the degeneracy map Si: An+1 + An the morphism 
r'Sj: X'Si)* F'+1 Fn- is surjective, and its kernel is an 
elementary sequence. 
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a. 
CONSTRUCTING THE RESOLUTIONS Fal.... 
a op 
Over the patch Ua... a we 
have (after restriction) the 
op 
local resolutions 
0+ n-... + o -ý S -º 0 
i 
connected by the twisting cochain a (with its indices restricted 
to {ao.... ap} , and domains to Ua ,.. a 
). For this phase of the 
o 
construction, we will drop the suffix a. Thus Cý will be denoted 
i 
by i, etc. We are going to successively modify the ti to make 
them isomorphic, by adding elementary sequences. We will call 
(a, F) (°a, ° )" 
Now to construct (1a, 
1 ) from (°a, °E), We define 1E as 
follows : 
(a) 1Eij = 0Eij-1 (j < 0, j> 1) 
(b)t: for j: = 0,1 we add an elementary sequence to give 
0 0® 0 0® 
... ®o 
j-1 
® 
... 
®00 
o1ip 
Now for the twisting. cochain 
la. In dimensions j 0,1 la is 
just oa applied to-dimension In dimension 0 (we use block 
matrix notation) 
10... 0 
0' 1" 0 
i 
0..:. . 1: ' a 
-2'r - 
örs (r i, J) 
°ai (r= i, s=i) 
1a1JOIS °ais (r = i, s i) ji 
r °aji (r = j, s=i? 
°ajis(r = j, s i) 
(r denotes rows, s columns) 
1aýol-qjq (q z 2) is given by 
(_1)q+1 oaq+1$-q (-1)q+1 oaq+l, r q '..., aq'1-q ;. aj" 
Jo, " "Jq, O 
Ja, " "Jq, 
j0, ... 3q 
In dimension 1 
6 
rs 
(r ý i, i) 
1 (r i, s=i) 
[1a1,0]s = 
r 
0ais(r = j, s . 
i) 
0 aj 0 ajis (r = . 
J, s i) 
Iaq, 'I-q. = O for q>1. 
Then* we have the following lemma. 
1.2. Lemma. 
alat, + 1a la =0 
For the proof (which is a long matrix calculation) see appendix. 
Thus we have constructed (1 a) from (o 0a). For the r-th 
step of, the induction we simply replace 1,0 by r, r-1 in the above. 
So we may proceed until we. have constructed (' , 
na). Then 
nj 
, _ 0 for jt<0. 
Thus our,. resolutions have the form 
-2,51 - 
,ýno ,ýn1ý ýi ýi 
and 
na has the property 
... ; 
non 
. +. S+O 1 
aq,, 
l-q 
=0 for q>1. 
Hence the nalso are isomorphisms of resolutions, and we have ji. 
na1*0 na1,0 _ na110 kj ji ki 
At this point we will change our notation. We put 
aaa ni Fai.., 
a , 
nah" -A al 
1 
a. 
Then the lemma O. D. 3. allows 
op o" p 
us to glue these sheaves together with the isomorphisms, andwwe 
obtain the resolution F' 
a0.... a p 
, CONSTRUCTING FACE AND DEGENERACY MAPS. 
The space Xü is a disjoint union of patches of the form 
Ua 
... a . 
Thus. by the previous construction, we obtain-a resolution 
op 
O Fo +f1-... + Fp ++ sp. +O:. 
on each X. For each morpism f: Ap Aq we must now construct an 
Xf-morphism of resolutions 
F' f: FP -} F' . 
It is sufficient to construct F'Si and. F-'si, where di and si are 
the canonical face and degeneracy operators. 
We must then show that these maps satisfy the appropriate 
relations to generate the morphism of A. 
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First, let us look at di: Ap_1 * Ap (i 0,... p). 
We restrict to a typical patch Ua 
.. a 
c Xü . Here we must 
op 
construct a morphism 
i 
aO 
00. 
ai6. 
*a 
pa06.. 
aý aO 
.0a0 
Thus for j#i we must construct morphisms over Ua 
... a 
"dP 
a a. i J F' 4 F . ao... ai... a ao.... a p p 
such that the diagram below commutes (for j, k# i). 
a a. 
aO 
... 
a.... ap aO 
... 
a 
P 
Aakaj Aakaj a00sai.. a a... aP 
F 
ak v ak 
F 
a0.... ak.. ap a0... aP 
We do this inductively. So we return to 'the notation of the 
previous section. The r-th modification of our complexes 
over (ao.. ap) is denoted by (r,, ra) as before. On the 
simplex (ao,.. äi ... ap) we denote the r-th'modification by 
(i 
Now clearly for r=0 we have over Uo a ... a i3=3; 
for 
0p 
and the diagram 
ks 
.. 
e 
yý __ 
.. 
-27- 
00 
is 
0a 
00 
Commutes for each bit of the twisting cochain. 
Next we write down the morphisms for r=1. For each 
j i, we want a morphism 
1Eý 
+1 Ej . In dimensions other than 
0,1 it is the identity. For d=0,1. it is given by 
00® 
io ... ®00 i i-1 ®090®... i i+l (D 
09d ® .. ® 
0E0 
00 
10® 
00 
... ® ýi-1 
0000 ® i+l ®1 
odo0 ® ... ® ý®... ®P 
(xo,... xi-1, xi+1,... x1,... xp) ; (xo,... xi-l, O, xi+l,..., xi,... xp) 
Once again'we have the commutative diagram 
is 
la 
iý .. } 
1ý:. ý :q.. ' 
.. 'r 
11' articular that the cokernel. oi the map Note in p j1/ýý C3 .ý 
i) 
is an elementary sequence (in this. case the sequence 
o 4to -r 
° 
-ý 0) and that in the diagram ii 
-28- 
O -a ich + 
Ci + cok -ý 0 
1 1,0 1 1,0 
iakJ aka 
0 ilk -s 
lk 
-ý cok 0 
the identity is induced on the cokernel. 
As in the previous section, we continue inductively by 
simply replacing 1,0 with r, r-1. Hence putting r=n we have, 
aa 
as advertised, constructed morphisms FI>FJ (1o... ai... ap ao... ap 
(. j $ 1) over Ua 
... a , 
commuting with the isomorphisms. Hence 
op 
we have constructed the X'S. -morphism FSi: Fp-1 -1- Fp . This 
' morphism is injective, and we have the short exact sequence 
0 -> (X Si)* Fps, ->F' + cok (fi'Si) -> 0 
wherecok(F'Si) is an elementary sequence. 
Now for the degeneracy morphism Si p+1 + 
dp (0 5i5 p). 
Here we look at a typical inclusion UU ao,..., ai,... ap ao,,. ai,.. a 
Once again we will denote theýr-th modification over (ao...., a P 
by Cr, ra), and that over (aoai, ai,... ap) by (i i a). We 
°° have the identity morphism C+E. 
For r=1, we again have the identity morphism except in 
dimensions d- O. -l. 
- 
Here we distinguish two cases. 
-2! ý- 
(1) iýj -> 
1Cj(j t i). The morpnisrn here is 
i 
ö®? ti E) ... ®i? td i®i i®°, i® ... 
®ip 
ti e ... e Ep 
i tö ® ... ®eýe0.. 0eý 
(xo,.. xj,.. xi, xi... xp) } (xo,,.., xj,..., xi + xi,... xp) 
11 (2) ij ; Ej(j = i). There are of course two resolutions in 
it for j=i, but they are isomorphic, so we just give one of the 
morphisms. 
0 90 e ... ® 
otd ® oto ® ... ®0 90 ioiiiiip 
(xý,..., xi, xi,.. x). _> (x0,.:., xi, 
xi*... xp) 
As before we have the commutative diagram 
S1 
and we accomplish the inductive step by replacing 1,0 with r, r-1. 
Clearly, putting r=n, the morphism"'i -ý 
n is surjective, and the 
alto induce the identity on the kernel, which is an elementary 
sequence. 
Hence we have constructed the X'Si-morphism 
. ý:: "".;; 
F: Si: (X'Si)* Fp+x -º Fp 
--_ _ ý, 
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This morphism is surjective, and the kernel is an elementary 
sequence. 
Finally, we must check that the face and degeneracy operators 
we have constructed satisfy the appropriate relations. These 
relations are given in [12]. 
1.3. Lemma. 
(1) F'(Sý) F: (Si) = F: (6 ) F: (Sj_1) i<j 
(2) F(S) F (si) =F *(Si) F: (Sj+1) isj 
(3) F: (S j)F: (&) _. F: (Si) F (Sj-1)i <j 
id -i=j, j+1 
F(6.1) F (Si )i> j+l 
Proof . 
We note that since we-have commuting isomorphisms, it is 
sufficient to check these equations for one of our resolutions. 
We shall check for the first modification. This is simply a 
formal question, -, so we look just at the form of the maps. Thus 
F(51) has the form, -, 
' (XO, ..., 
xp) + (x0, ... ', 
Xi_'1', O1'x 0 ...., Xp) 
a 
If on U we choose, the resolution-F o and assume ao... ap+l ao.... ap+l 
0, then we may write F: (S J) 
(Xo,..., xp+l) t (xoý..., xJ-1'xj+xj+lp... "Xp+l) 
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But-now these maps have the same form as the maps 
16ij...: JAPI `' IAp+i1 , 
IS; I lsp+lI } IApI 
and since these maps satisfy the relations above (see [12]) our 
lemma is proved. 
1.4. SUMMARY 
From a holomorphic (resp. smooth) twisted resolution 
(U, t, a) we have constructed a resolution on Xb by sheaves of 
OX. (resp. EX modules, 
UU 
"0 `'fo -r 
F1 *, , :* Fn -, _ S+0 
with the following properties. 
(1) On each Xü, the sheaves Fp are locally free. 
(2) F. IUa Ea . (up to numbering) 
" ,s (3) If f : Op -º Aq is a map of face type, then 
F' f: (X' f)*Fp -+- Fq is infective, and cok(F'f) is an 
elementary sequence. 
(4) If f: Ap -} Aq is a map of degeneracy type, then 
F, f: ("X'f)* Fp F is surjective,. and ker (F'f) is 
elementary. 
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Now suppose that we have a simplex a= (a0,... ap). If ß 
is a sub-simplex of a, then we will write ßsa. Then the properties 
above imply the following. 
(5) If ßsa, then fý Fß 0 Eä, where Eä is an elementary 
sequence in the a", 
j=0,... p. 
J 
(6) If ysßsa, then Eä = Eß ® E. 
(7) If ysßsa, then we have the commutative diagram (we leave 
out restriction signs) over Ua 
O -º- Fß+ F' -'- Eä 4- 0 
0-1-- F ®Eý +F® Eä + Eä +0 
where the bottom map is induced by the natural inclusion 
Eß Eä from'(6). ... 
".. 
ad 
_ý,, - w,. 
-33- 
2. THE CHERN CLASSES 
For the moment we will work exclusively in the smooth case. 
So let (U, ý, a) be a smooth twisted resolution of S, and suppose 
that it has a connection V. That is, we have a smooth connection 
on each Ea3. Now suppose that we have an elementary sequence E 
in the Ea3. Then the direct sum connections give compatible 
connections (O. E. 11) for E. 
Now as in (1.4), let 
O -140 -º ... -º Fn -} S" -ý 0 
be the resolution on X& constructed from (U, ý, a). Clearly on a 
patch Ua c Xü we have connections for the F;. Now consider a 
-typical patch Uc XÜ. From (1.4(5)) we have isomorphisms aoo .. ap 
over U. 
... a op 
a 
F' -FeE4 (j = 0,... p), ao... ap ai ao. ap 
where Ea3 is an elementary sequence in the E's. Thus taking aä... ap 
the direct sum, V induces a connection on the right-hand side, and 
so we have'connections V'. for F' ,j=0,... p. ai ao... ap 
Moreover, from (1.4(7)) we have the diagram over U 
a0... ap 
ao... ai... a 
2.1.0 E_ p+0 
ý, 
., 
k 
i_J 
i ', fýý-. 
u0... ui. S "p h0... vip tam.. S 
a ... a ..: a ... a ... a .aa... a ... a ý. o® pEoip., ®E 
ao... ai... ap 
raj Eao... 
ap ao. 0. 
ä 
0 .. a 
-34- 
On the bottom line we have for jti compatible connections 
induced by V. Thus the connections Va on the top are compatible 
in each dimension. So on X., we have defined connections V 
(j = 0,... p) on F 
We wish to construct a total Chern_form C(S) in the simplicial 
De Rham complex A*(X&). (O. C. 6). So let to,... tp be barycentric 
co-ordinates for the geometric p-simplex 11pý. We may pull back 
the complex Fp to the complex Fp on XP üx 
JAp1. We may define a 
r -r connection V for each Fp 
Vr =E tý V.. 
j=0 
Then we have a Chern form Cr(S) c A*(XÜ x JA I)# 
C'(S) =R [det(I + K(Or 
r=O 
2.2. Lemma. 
The Cr(S) define a total Chern form C(S) in A*(X&). 
Proof. 
We need; to show ,. -that ,f or face map 
61: Ap-1. ý' Apt (1 X 1611*)CP = ((X. 
gi)* 
x 1)Cp-1 in X xjAP 1ý. 
On a typical, patch,:. Ua 
.,.. a 
this means that we must show that 
_op 
Cp(S) Cp ýS) 
J 
on the f ace ti =0 of Ua äxA 
p 
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This follows from the diagram 2.1, for we note that the identity 
is induced on the cokernel. Thus the connection on the cokernel 
for each jýi is the same. So on the face ti =0 of 
Ua 
... a 
xI'& p1, 
the connection on the cokernel is given by 
op 
ji 
E tj. VE = VE, where of is the connection induced by V on the 
elementary sequence. So we have a compatible sequence of connections 
for the cokernel. Then let 
n 
CE =H [det(I + K(VE))l(-1)r' 
r=0 
By Lemma O. E. 11, we have on the face ti =0 
Cp(S) = Cp-1(S) ACE, 
and CE = 1. Thus we have a well-defined total Chern form 
C(S) in A*(XUý) 
Clearly C(V) is a closed form, since it is closed on each 
XP üx 
IOp( by O. E. 9. Recall that in O. D. we noted the existence 
of the chain,. gquivalence 
:_ -JAI : A*(Xý). -ý Tot[C*(U, A*)] 
2.3. Definition. 
Let w be a form of, degree m on Xr x JAr1. We shall say 
that w is of type (p, q). if w has the form 
wE.. " n ..... dt n' .. 
' n` dt 
Osil <.. <i sr 1"" 
qc 
iqwhere 
n.;. is the pull-back. of a'form on Xr of degree p. 
q 
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We may therefore expand any form w by type 
wO, m + w1, m-1 +".... +wa 
Note that if wp'q has q<r, then 11Ar Iwp'q = 0. Thus 
1' 
w= 
qEZr 
JIArI 
wm-q, q 
r 
Now look at the form C2 (V) e A2p(Xý). 
The expansion of C2p(V) by type on any Xü JAUJ has non-zero 
terms only for (s, t) with sZt. Hence 
JLL C2p(V) c Tot 2p (C*( , A*) 
has the form 
C0'2p + C102p-1 + C282p-2 + ... + Cpip 
and since it is a cocycle, we have - 
6CP, P = O. 
Now let. us return-to the analytic case. Suppose that 
(U, ý, a) is a holomorphic. twisted resolution, and Va holomorphic 
connection. Then by tensoring with EX, we obtain the associated 
smooth twisted resolution and connection. So we once again obtain 
the Chern form 
C(0) E A* (XÜ). 
But now if we look at the form C2p(V)_on XP x Jpp the component 
of type (PIP) is given by 
in dt1 A ... A dtp) 
11 A" 
. '1-- 
-37- 
where n is the pull-back of a holomorphic form on X. 
Thus in the holomorphic case we have 
8 Cp'p = O, 
and so Cp'p is a p-cocycle in the Cech complex C*(U, np). Now we 
have, for any open cover U, 
H*{Tot[C*(U, A*)]}= H*(X, (E) 
and if U is a- Stein cover 
H*(U, ap) = H*(X, SIp). 
So we may state the theorem. 
2.4. Theorem. 
Let S be a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then there are: 
(1) Chern classes CP(S) E H2p(X, C), depending only on the 
smooth equivalence class--of S, 
(2) Atiyah-Chern classes CA(S) c Hp(X, np) depending only on 
the analytic equivalence class of S. 
There is a Stein cover U for which we may choose a 
representative of Cr(S) as a total p-cocycle in C*(U, A*), 
CP: P + CP-l, p+l + ... + C0'2p 
such that CP'P is a representative for Ct(S) in C (U, nP) 
Proof :. 
,,.. j; 
To prove the 'theorem, . we must show 
that theclasses in 1 and. 
2 are independent of the choice of-, twisted resolution and connection. 
ý.. . 
ý__. _. _.... Y. _., _ _ý__. ____ýý_-- ---- 
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So suppose that (U, &, a) and (V, u, b) are two smooth twisted 
resolutions of S. with connections VU .. 
VV respectively. The 
process above defines total Chern forms CU e Tot(C*(U, A*)) and 
CV E Tot(C*(V, A*)). 
We shall show that under the natural restriction maps, CU 
and CV are cohomologous in Tot[C*(U n V, A*)]. By Theorem O. B. 3, 
there is a smooth twisted resolution ((1 11 V, ýJjp, C), where C is 
a twisting cochain reducing to a on U, b on V. Now VU and VV 
define a connection for this twisted resolution., So as in Section 
1, we may construct the associated resolution on Xý J-L V. Note 
that on 'pure' subsets Ua. 
_. av 
Vao 
g ... 
ß0 this resolution is just 0p 
the one previously constructed on X& (resp. Xi). 
Thus if CU V denotes the total Chern form in Tot[C*(UJ, LV, A*); 11 
then under the natural inclusions 
U c- U fl. VIVcU IL V, 
Cu V maps to CU, CV respectively. 
So in`Tot(C*(U n V, `A*)) the forms defined by CU, CV are given 
from CU. IL V by . twvo.. different refinement maps, and hence are 
cohomologous. :., .,..: 
Exactly the same argument now shows that in the holomorphic 
case, the Atiyah Chern forms 
Cp, U E Cp(U, SZp), Cp, V E Cp(V, Sip) are cohomologous in 
C*(U, 'n V, c ). 
We shall now establish the basic properties of these 
classes. 
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2.5. Lemma. 
If S is a locally free sheaf on X, then 
(1) C(S) is the classical total Chern class 
(2) CA(S) is the total Atiyah Chern class. 
Proof . 
For a locally free sheaf S we may take local resolutions 
of length 0, 
p -ý ýa -" SIUa 'ý p, 
and the aßä0 are just the transition functions. In this case 
we just have the traditional construction (. see [3]). 
2.6. Lemma. 
If S, T are coherent analytic sheaves on X, then 
(1) C(S ® T) = C(S) A C(T) in H*(X, C) 
(2) CA(S 0 T) = CA(S) ACA(T) in H*(X, n*) 
Proof ._< 
We, take, a, Stein cover U over which both S, T have twisted 
resolutions., j-. Then if, (U, C, a), (. U, u, b) are twisted resolutions 
for, S ®T., If we choose connections for (U, E, a), (U, u, b) then 
. 
the . direct sum connection -, is defined. on , 
(U'; .'® fit, a® b). Then 
the, product. formula over, each Xü x(ýpý. proves the lemma. 
2.7. Lemma. 
Suppose that X is compact. S is a coherent analytic sheaf 
on X. ' Let-a (S) EH 
2p(X, Z) denote the'classes of Atiyah-Hirzenbruc 
(see [2]). 
. 
Then-we . have 
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(i/2n)rCp(S) =a (S). p 
Proof. 
The Atiyah-Hirzenbruch classes are defined in the compact 
case as follows. We tensor S with the sheaf of germs of real- 
analytic functions on X. RX. Then by results of Grauert 
mentioned in [2], S& OX RX has a global resolution by locally- 
free RX modules, 
O-ýV0 ->... -}V -}S ý! 0XRX -*O. 
Then the Atiyah-Hirzenbruch class a (S) is defined to be the p-th 
i 
Chern class of the virtual bundle E(-1) Vi where Vi is the 
topological vector bundle underlying the real-analytic sheaf Vi. 
But now (Lemma 0.1) we know that EX is a flat RX module. So 
tensoring with EX, we have a smooth twisted resolution of S. with 
the cover being the one open set X. Hence by Lemma O. E. 9, 
(i/27r)pCp(S) = ap(S) . 
.. s. 
So we have shown. that our constructions satisfy the correct 
formal properties for a generalization of the Chern and Atiyah 
classes to coherent sheaves, and that in the compact case they 
agree up to a constant'factor with the classes of Atiyah-Hirzenbruch. 
We conclude with", -, an example which though trivial does demonstrate 
the method of calculation. 
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EXAMPLE 
Let 
.P 
denote the complex projective 1-space. We will 
consider P as the Rieman sphere Cu {cG}. Let 0 denote the 
sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions, and J the sheaf of 
ideals of the subvariety {O}. We wish to calculate the Chern 
class of the coherent sheaf S= 0/J. The stalks of this sheaf 
are zero except at the origin, where the sheaf has stalk C. 
Let Ua = IP Ua =3P - {01. This is a Stein cover of ]P . 
Let z be the complex co-ordinate for C. 
Over U we have the resolution a 
9(X ;0+0>0-S -ýO 
f-ýZ. f - 
Over Uß we may choose 
'"`O -} O -> 0 -} S -}O 
a Then to construct a twisting cochain, we must give chain 
maps aßa, ado and chain homotopies anaß, aaßa. Clearly aOa, aaß 
must be the zero map, as must abaß. acta is to satisfy the twisting 
cochain equation 
aaßaßa + as aaßa = 1' 
and hence must be given by f f/z (on U. 
Then our resolutions over Uaß are given by'(see Example (1.1)) 
.. 
' ý_ .. 
., e. ý, ý r. .ý ,. ý, ,.. ý___ -. --ý_ 
. _ý. ý. ý.. ý. _ . wem-_ . 
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9*z. f (aß) a' 
0 --- >0-0 -ý S -> 0 
Aßäß) f lid lid zf 
Ný 
Z. 
(ä ß) i: 00 
i- d0 
--> S --) 0 
Then CA(S) is given by Tr {Aýäß)dAoäß)} and thus 
CA(S) = -dz/z E C`(u, cl)" 
I 
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Proof of Lemma 1.2. 
61a+ 1a. 1a =O 
We need to check four things. 
(1) 'a, 1#0 is a chain map in dimensions 0,1. 
(2) In dimension 1 
1 1,0 1 1,0 1 1,0 
a kj' a j1 aki 
(3) In dimension 0 
1 1 1,0 1 1,0 2, -1 0,1 1 1,0 _1 a + kj a ji a a k kji a ki 
(4) In dimension 0, the component of a+a. 
la is bidegree 
(q, 2-q) is zero for q>2. 
(1) We need to show that 
1 0,1 1 1,0 -lä1,0 1 0,1 - a a = j ji a ji i 
The left-hand side is 
i 
1, 0 ... 0,0 
1,0 0 
of 1, ' ... -0i`_.. -ai0, -ail . . 
"... ai;. aii+1.... a1 
0 
y 
aji0, ajil. .... , aji; aji i+l,... ajip f 2e_ j i . 
0 
5 
1 0 
t 
., ý,. -,., -. R ý.. , .... , 
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which gives 
10 
i -ai0, -ail, ... ; ai; aisi+l,... aip 
010 
ajaji0'ajajilý ... ; aaji; a jaj tl. i+i, 
ajajip 
0 1. 
eright hand side is 
i 
1,0 0 
-ai0,...; 1; -ai 1 1,... -aip 
010 
1+,. ajajip ajaji0v ....; aji; ajajl. 
1 0 
i 
is o0 
; a1; 0......... 0 i 
which gives 
i 
0 
c 
1 
1,0 
i -ai0,...,; ai; -aipi+1'... -aip 
010 
j ajaji0º..; ajiai; ajajip 
O1 
Since in row j, -b. column, i we have ai ajl ajiai, the right-hand 
side' is equal to the left-hand side. ': 
Page 
numbering 
as 
found in the 
original 
thesis 
-44- 
(2) We put P= 
lakýo 1aýj0, 
where P has elements Ps in row r. 
column s. 
P. is given by 
J 
1,.. 0 
j -aj0, .. ; 1; jP 
0 
k akakj0,..; akj;. akak3P 
01 
We consider first the case kti. 
Clearly for r i, j, k Ps = ars 
For r=j and s is j pr = ajiais + ajaj is - a js =0 
For r=j, s=i, pr = -aji + aji =0 
For r=j, s=j, Pr = ajiaij + ajaji 
Thus for r i, k p =a r rs 
For r= i, S' t i, Pr = -a is 
Forr= i, s =i, Pr =1 
For'r k, s i, j, Pr -akakjiais+akjajis+akakjs 
ak(akj ajis +. akjs -a kjiais). 
But the equation Sa + a. a = 0 on the simplex (kjis) is 
-akis + akjs + akjajis - akjiais = O: 
Thus Pr = akakis 
For r= k, s Pr 
s 
= -akakjiai j_ 
+ ak j a jaji j 
= ak(akjajij - akjaij). 
i 
0 
-aiP 
10 
j ajaji0,..; aji; ajajip 
01 
r 
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49 
But since akjJ = 0, the previous argument gives 
Pr s= akakij 
For r=k, s=i, Pr = akakji + akjajl = aki 
Thus we have shown that P= 
laki0 
Now suppose k=i, so P= 
'a110 'aýi0 
rs 
For"r Pr = 6r. 
For r=i, s i, j Ps = -aiaijiais + aijajajis + aiaij s. 
So Pr = ai(-aijiais + aijajis + aijs) = O. 
For r=i, s Pr = -aiai j is + ij aijajajij O. 
For r=i, S=i, Pr = aiai ji+ ai jaji=1 
For r =j, s i, j, pr a jiais + ajajis a is 0 
- For 
s 
r=j, s +'a . 
For 
s 
r=3, s pr = 1. ajiaij + ajajij = 
Thus P: is the ident ity, and we have checked (2). 
(3) We want to check, tha t 
1,0 
. 
`1 1,0 
a3i ak 
1 0,1 1 2-1 1 120 t ak a a " i kji ki 
Let Q= 1a0'k xa2 l. - 
J 
Then Q is given by. 
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k 
i 
3, -2 3, -2 2, -1,3, -2 (-akjlo, -akjil,... ' akjl , ... -akjip 
0 
0 
0 
ak 
0 
0 
which is 
0 
0 
k -akakjio, -akakjil, 
0 
i 
;aka kj 1; 
O 
0 
_akakj ip 
O 
That`is, QS is given as follows. 
For rtk, Qr=0 
,i 
For r=k, s i, Qs = -akakjis. 
For, r =' k, 's' - i, : Qs = -akak ji. 
As before, we denote 
'alký 1a110 by'{Pr} 
For rý. . =i, 
j, k, Pr = ors' 
For r =f J, s Ps = -ads + ajiais + ajajis = O. 
: a. 
For rr = j, s j, Pr =a jiai j+ aha ji j=1. 
For°r = J,,, s=i, .. Pr = _a jiai'' +a jaji = 0, +:... t. 
Thus for r0i; k Ps 5ý;, " ...., ._ 
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11 
Thus for rtk, ps = [1ak1°] . 
s For r=k, s i, j, Pr = akjs + akj ajis - akji ais 
For r=k, s=i ps akji ai + akj aji 
Now we want to show that 
S+S_11,0 S 
pr QS [a kiJr 
This is true for rtk by the above. 
For r=k, s i, j. 
Pr + Qr = akjs + akjajis akjiais akakjis akin 
Forr=k, sj 
pr + Qr akjajij akjiaij akakjij akik 
(since akjj = 0). 
Forr=ý. k, s=i 
pr + Qr ='äkjaji + akjiai + akakji = aki. 
Thus P+Q = 
1a1' 0 
ki 
(4) Finally, we want to show for q>2 
[S1a]q'2-q + 
1a021.1aq'1-q+... 
+laq-1,2-11a1,0+1aq81-q. 
1a0,1 
=0 
in dimension 0. The right-hand term vanishes since we have defined 
laq'1-q 
as 0 in dimension 1. We will evaluate the above expression 
on(3o, ... jq 
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We look first at the term 
1a q-192-q 
. 
1a1,0 
uo's"Jq-1 jq-1jq 
given by 
31 
Jq 
q'qo q-1, p 
iq-1 
iq 
1,0 00 
Jq, o .....; Jq' .... - Jq, P 
010 
a jgiq 1, O. ;a Jq l jq; .. 
a jq jq_lp 
0 
This is a row vector R. say, with columns indexed by s. For 
s0j Rs = -a{r: a s 
+(1)qa a jo, " "Jq-1,, j. 
q , 
ý' jq, o... 
jq-1 jgjq-1's 
For s ='jq, RS = (-1)q aj 
... j 
aj j+ aj ,... j j 
aj 
o q-1 q-1 qo q' qq 
1 
Now for the higher order terms 
1, q-r, 1-q+r 1 r, 1-r a (r > 1), 
the front term 
1a 
is equal to a. Then by adding up it is easy to 
see that the-row-vector 
[da + 
la. 1aj , 2-q', 
is given in columns sj by, q: 
[öa, + a. a]q+1,2-q =0 Jo'. 
q's " 
and in column jq 
[da + 
Hence we have fi 
6 1a 
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by 
a. a]ý, 
2-q 
= 0. 
o ,q 
na11y shown 
+1a. 
la 
= 0. 
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